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About This Game

Online shopping has taken its toll and now it's time for the mall to be destroyed due to unpaid debts. Unfortunately, your shady
demolition business can't afford a wrecking ball so you'll have to use your car instead. Don't think you can go about your job as

you please. Holdout shoppers are still in the mall, and dangerous mayhem is around every corner!

The goal is to destroy as many things in the mall as possible. Getting stuck for more than a few seconds or hitting too many
shoppers means game over. You won't go unrewarded for your efforts. For every object you destroy you will receive points.
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Points can be used to unlock abilities to greatly enhance the demolition experience.

If you gain enough points in a certain mall you will unlock an ability! Abilities help you get unstuck, avoid shoppers, or destroy
objects.

Boost-Gain a quick burst of speed to blast through obstacles or get unstuck.

Balls Of Steel-Magically drops down 4 huge steel balls from the sky, destroying everything in their path.

Ghost-Fear those shoppers no more! Instead of running the shoppers over on "accident", you'll pass right through them.

Radial Force-It's like the force, but radial.

Second Chance-Are you stuck? No problem! Just use this ability to spawn back at the center of the mall. This is the only
ability that can only be used once per game.

Give Up-Had enough? Use this ability to destroy your car and save the current score.

Ready to up the challenge? Modes make the game harder to play. You can enable as many modes as you want. You'll be
rewarded by a score multiplier while the mode is enabled. The amount of lives you have can also be adjusted to tweak the

difficulty even more.

Blackout-Power outage in the mall! With all of the lights out you'll have to rely only on your headlights.

Slippery Floors-The janitor just recently mopped up the floors. The mall just turned into a drift course!

Earthquake-Everything is starting to shake. Can you destroy the mall before the earthquake destroys you?

Inversion-Everything will be flipped upside down. Gravity vector change not included.

Deadly Walls-Let's just pretend that the walls are lava.

Black Friday-The mall is packed today! Can you destroy the mall before the shoppers get their Black Friday deals?

Fast paced action packed gameplay; there’s mayhem around every corner.
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Advanced destruction technology that fully utilizes Unreal Engine 4.

Navigate through six huge malls packed with items.

Action packed arcade style gameplay with six game modes.

Steam achievements and Steam Cloud save support.

Relaxing mall music and elevator music that goes perfectly with the destruction.

Made by a single developer with a great passion for games and the gaming industry.

I hope you have as much fun with Mall Mayhem as I had making it!
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doom mall of mayhem. mall mayhem. cherry hill mall mayhem. mayhem mega mall. mall mayhem barbie. stockton mall
mayhem. weberstown mall mayhem. mall of mayhem

Great ambient, art and soundscapes. Classic point-and-click\/adventure mechanics with a twist of mystery. Some details need
ironing out and bugs need fixing, but I'm positive the final product will deliver. Although short, this early access shows great
promise, and I'm eager to play the rest.. It is a bit expensive for what it is, but it is still in development. That being said, if you
want the best looking and most configurable stream remote you can get on a mobile device and are willing to pay for it, look no
further. It can even do basic controls for streamlabs and Twitch, besides full controls for OBS and system commands. How you
set it up is almost completely open ended, which is good.. This game utterly sucks. NOT recommended.. Salvation is the third in
the Love Chronicles series. And this time, the evil witch Alura is attacking your kingdom. And she's very powerful. How
powerful, you ask? Well, the bright idea your wizard comes up with is to send you back in time to rescue Alura before she's
corrupted to evil... by basically the Lord of Darkness. That's right, dealing with Alura in the present is too hard, so we will send
you against basically a demon.

The plot is engaging, the games are exciting, and the characters vibrant.

Would recommend buying the bundle.. This game is a joke. I'll just list everything that is bad about it.
-Quite a bit of the artwork and animations are poor.
-The level design is basic.
-The enemies are either incredibly easy\/bugged or are only hard because they are annoying.
-The gold drop rate seems low so if you want to buy stuff you have to spend a bunch of time mindlessly farming the spawner
minions in the first level.
-There is no strategy, it is just hold down left click and occasionally move based on certain enemy attacks. Maybe this changes
later on in the game but I just couldn't sit through the tedious starting levels to find out.
-The music is actually enjoyable but the clips are pretty short and they just play at random intervals with nothing in between

There are many other better, and cheaper, rogue-likes out there.
Would not recommend.. For such a low price this expansion is a must-have. Greatly improves the competitiveness of the game
as you can try to hinder your opponents or double your own points with the new tiles in this pack. Very fun..
\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f
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With A LOT more work this could be good fun, but not yet.
I'm still going to recommend it however, as the amount of reviews is low enough that a negative would be devastating. Quell Zen
is a very relaxing and calm puzzle game that starts out easy and gets harder and harder with every level. There are 192 levels in
total which means you will be busy for quite a while.

The general mechanic of this game is that you control a raindrop that, when you press a direction, constantly travels until it hits
a wall or obstacle - similar to ice puzzles in many other games. The puzzles themselves are fun and constantly introduce new
elements like teleporters, spikes, crystals and more - variety is certainly a strong point of Quell Zen while still never straying too
far from its roots.

Something to note about this game is the extremely amazing music. If the backgrounds and the general feel of the game (that are
very japanese in design) aren't yet "zen" enough for you, the music will do the rest. I grew up with the classics and heard plenty
of amazing video game music in my life - but whoever composed the music for this game needs to be paid much more than they
currently get. It sounds amazing, is relaxing, peaceful and fits the mood of the game incredibly well. It draws you in and relaxes
you - "Zen" indeed.

If you are looking for a relaxing experience that still teases your brain a lot, look no further. Quell Zen is a great puzzle game
with plenty to do. It is visually pleasing, contains many puzzling elements and includes absolutely amazing music. Highly
recommended!
. This game is AMAZING! this is the best flight sim have used the only problem was when i went in for the first time all the
textures were missing :\/ but a quick fix of the settings and it runs fine now! i defenitly reccomend getting this. i do not have a
high powerd rig but it runs fine so defenitly get this game!. Very cool!
I did not expect this from an independent project, but I really enjoy the game. This game has a nice premise but I don't think it
was quite what I was looking for. One of my favorite things in the world is my music and I used to love those music players that
would sprial into patterns in sync with the music and upon the description, I learned you could shoot enemys as well.

So I loaded up the game, did some tinkering to get spotify to work and played my favorite battle soundtracks. I barely noticed a
difference in the climax and when I first started, I wouldn't move at all. After restarting the game, it finally started moving and I
hid the HUD so I could watch the colors first. While everything pulsed, it didn't quite seem in time with the music. So I gave up
on spotify and tried to add a song in directly. It added fine but again, I didn't really feel like it moved any faster or slower or
there were any big explosions of light when the songs climaxed.

I ended up running through several different options and spend a lot of time trying to fine-tune it thinking it might be possible
but to no avail. This game let me down a lot from what I was expecting. If you want to listen to some music and shoot some
things. I'd recommend finding another game and playing your music in the background. Otherwise, you'll find yourself listening
to your music shooting easy enemies in a boring but pretty universe.
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